Interpretive Trails

Nature’s Accessible Backyard Trail (0.2 mile)
A paved path showcases backyard wildlife habitat projects such as a wildlife garden, a water garden, bird feeding areas, and wildlife viewing stations. Wheelchair and stroller accessible.

Beaver Tree Trail (0.5 mile)
Circling Beaver Pond, this trail features scenic overlooks and close approaches to the pond, with an excellent opportunity to enjoy turtles, ducks and other aquatic wildlife; includes a 100-foot walkway over the water. Moderate ups and downs and some stairs over a woodchip base.

Woodlot Trail (0.2 mile)
This wheelchair accessible trail through a small woodlot is an excellent place to view songbirds and small mammals. A flat trail over a boardwalk and crushed stone.

Old Field Trail (0.6 mile)
Explore the ecology of abandoned fields on this trail that features many shrub and tree species, an old orchard and shaded ponds. A gentle grade over grass and woodchip surfaces.

Vlomankill Trail (0.6 mile)
A picturesque trail traces the Vlomankill through a hemlock-shaded ravine. Towering trees, elevated views and exposed bedrock create a sense of the primeval. Some stairs and steep grades over woodchip surfaces.

Wild Turkey Trail (1.6 miles)
Traverse open fields to a wooded ravine of the Phillipinkill. Dense northern hardwoods harbor deer, turkey and grouse. Extend your hike by taking Foresman’s Loop passing through forest and field habitats. Moderate ups and downs over grass and woodchips.

Other Popular Trails

North Loop (2.3 miles)
Go the distance on this hiking/skiing trail through old fields to a deep forest of northern hardwoods. Impressive trees, dense cover and dynamic views lend a sense of wilderness. Gentle grades over grass and woodchip surfaces.

Fordham’s Crossing
Fordham’s Crossing is off the Vlomankill Trail.